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Overview

People and households vary in their capacity to anticipate, cope 

with, respond, and recover from disasters.

People and households are not randomly distributed but are 

concentrated in predictable spatial patterns based on 

household characteristics, especially race/ethnicity and income.

These demographic patterns are coupled with the inequitable 

provision of affordable housing and critical infrastructure.

These patterns increase exposure to flooding and other 

hazards; and have 

Short- and long-term consequences for socially-vulnerable 

populations, including threats to health and wealth.

“Low-income households live in 

low-quality homes in low-lying 

areas”

Source: Van Zandt, 2019

How did these 

spatial patterns 

come to be?

How have they 

perpetuated 

inequalities in the 

built environment?



“Separate 
but Equal”

1896 Plessy v. Ferguson 

permitted legal segregation of 

all public facilities

◦ Schools

◦ Public Transportation, like 
buses and trains

◦ Public amenities, like 
swimming pools, parks, 
etc.

In place until Brown v. Board of 

Education of Topeka, 1954



Racial 
Zoning

Zoning—an important tool for land 
use regulation and planning

◦ Regulates height, area, 
location, and use of buildings 
in any designated part or parts 
of cities.

◦ Became a tool for “protecting 
property values and excluding 
the undesirables”

◦ Prominent planners were hired 
to create legally-defensible 
racial zoning plans

Koch and Fowler city plan, 1928



Racial deed 
restrictions



Sundown 
Towns

See also: Tulsa Massacre

Lynchings

…



Takeaways 1880-1930s

Despite being freed, Blacks were not given 

equal rights and were actively prohibited 

from participating as full citizens

◦ Voting rights

◦ Land ownership

◦ Home ownership

◦ Public facilities

When Blacks tried to live in white towns or 

build their own neighborhoods, they were 

met with racial violence 

Date: October 21, 2021



Post-WWII Housing Policy

When veterans returned from WWII, they 

were met with a housing shortage

The Federal Housing Administration 

formulated a new policy to help spur 

construction and make homeownership 

more accessible

◦ Insured mortgages

◦ Created 30-yr, fixed rate mortgages

◦ Systematized real estate appraisal 

methods



Home Owner’s Loan Corporation 
(HOLC)

Appraisals based on: 

Occupant characteristics, including:
◦ Income, 

◦Occupation, and 

◦race/ethnicity

Housing stock characteristics including:
◦ Age

◦ Type of construction

◦ Price range

◦ Sales demand

◦ State of repair

Assigned categories of quality: A, B, C, D

A:‘hot spots’…where good mortgage lenders with 
available funds are willing to make their maximum 
loans…—perhaps up to 75-80% of appraisal.”

B: “still good” but not as “‘hot’ as A areas.” “They 
are neighborhoods where good mortgage lenders 
will have a tendency to hold commitments 10-15% 
under the limit,” or around 65% of appraisal.

C: “obsolescence [and] infiltration of lower grade 
population.” “Good mortgage lenders are more 
conservative in Third grade or C areas and hold 
commitments under the lending ratio for the A and 
B areas.”

D: “characterized by detrimental influences in a 
pronounced degree, undesirable population or an 
infiltration of it.” It recommended lenders “refuse to 
make loans in these areas [or] only on a 
conservative basis.”

Source: National Community Reinvestment Coalition, 2018



Consequences of HOLC’s 
and FHA’s appraisal 
methods

Home buyers were awarded the best loans for locating in 

neighborhoods that were:

◦ homogeneous (white), 

◦ had a separation of uses

◦ farther from the city’s center

And were less likely to get loans to live in neighborhoods 

having diverse ethnic composition, mixed uses or more 

urban locations



People and 

households are not 

randomly distributed 

but are concentrated 

in predictable spatial 

patterns based on 

household 

characteristics, 

especially 

race/ethnicity and 

income.

Richmond, VA

racialdotmap.demographics.coopercenter.org

Spatial distribution of people through housing

“Redlining”



Richmond, VA

racialdotmap.demographics.coopercenter.org

People and 

households are not 

randomly distributed 

but are concentrated 

in predictable spatial 

patterns based on 

household 

characteristics, 

especially 

race/ethnicity and 

income.



Persistent 
effects

74% of neighborhoods that HOLC 

graded as “hazardous” more than 

80 years ago are low-to-moderate 

income (LMI) today.

64% of the hazardous-graded 

areas are minority neighborhoods 

now.

By comparison, 91% of areas 

deemed “best” in the 1930s 

remain middle-to-upper income 

(MUI) today, and 85% are still 

predominantly white.
Old HOLC map, from 1936.  Hillier.

Analysis of 2000 data, by Bates, 2006.

Source: National Community Reinvestment Coalition, 2018



Fair Housing 
Act

Civil Rights Act of 1968

Made it illegal to refuse to sell, rent or 

make a dwelling unavailable on the basis 

of race, color, religion or national origin,

Or to deny a loan or other financial 

assistance for the purchase, 

construction, repair or maintenance of a 

dwelling on any of those bases.

Theoretically put an end to discrimination 

in housing market.



Discrimination in Lending 
denies Black wealth-building

As a result of redlining and other 
discriminatory practices, 
Black and other minority borrowers 
are:
◦ More likely to be denied loans

◦ More often charged higher interest 
rates (subprime or predatory loans)

◦ Have lower homeownership rates

◦ More likely to experience lower house 
price appreciation

◦ More likely to have homes over-
assessed

◦ Have lower personal wealth and fewer 
resources

“finding that owner-occupied 
homes in Black neighborhoods are 
undervalued by $48,000 per home
on average, amounting to $156 
billion in cumulative losses.”

“Black and Hispanic residents face a 10-13% 

higher tax burden for the same bundle of public 

services…”

“…leads to over-taxation of highly minority 

communities.”

https://theentrepreneurfund.com/the-history-of-lending-discrimination/



Municipal underbounding denies 
equal infrastructure

Ben Marsh , Allan M. Parnell & Ann Moss Joyner (2010) Institutionalization of Racial Inequality in Local Political Geographies, Urban Geography, 31:5, 

691-709, DOI: 10.2747/0272-3638.31.5.691



Causes of segregation and 
concentrated poverty

PRIVATE SECTOR:

Historic and contemporary 
discrimination in lending and real 
estate industries

◦ Redlining

◦ Blockbusting

◦ Steering

◦ Predatory lending

Exclusionary behaviors

◦ NIMBY

PUBLIC SECTOR:

Racial zoning

Appraisal practices that result in redlining

Municipal under-bounding

Diversion of capital investment away from 
poor neighborhoods

Exclusionary zoning

◦ Not enough/poorly placed MF zoning

◦ Large lot zoning

Source: Van Zandt, 2019

These 

demographic 

patterns are 

coupled with the 

inequitable 

provision of 

affordable 

housing and 

critical 

infrastructure.



Consequences

Educational Opportunities

Health care, Healthy 

communities

Public Transportation

Jobs

POORER ACCESS TO: GREATER EXPOSURE TO:

Crime

Pollution, both air & water

Natural disasters, 

esp. flooding

Spread of disease

Access to Information

Insurance coverage

Structural quality of homes

Quality of neighborhood 

infrastructure

DISPARITIES IN:

These patterns increase exposure to flooding and other hazards



GEOGRAPHY OF OPPORTUNITY

GEOGRAPHY OF VULNERABILITY

Source: Kinder Institute, Rice University

Source: Coastal Community Planning Atlas, Texas A&M University

HARRIS COUNTY, TX

(HOUSTON)

Patterns result in increased 

physical vulnerability for socially 

vulnerable neighborhoods:



Damage by Income Damage by Race/Ethnicity

Harris County Damage Patterns
Source: Kinder Institute



Do these patterns matter?

100-year flood plain Cat 1 and 2 Surge



Yes! They do.

Findings from Hurricane Ike (2008):

◦ Transportation-dependent populations evacuated 

later than others

◦ Households with high recovery needs had higher 

levels of overall damage

◦ Households with high social vulnerability applied 

less to FEMA and SBA

◦ Higher levels of damage seen to minority 

neighborhoods—even after accounting for the age 

of the housing and the proximity of the housing 

unit to water and the seawall.   

(Van Zandt, Peacock et al., 2012; Highfield, Peacock, & Van Zandt, 2014)



?

Time

Impact

Pre-existing 

inequalities

Those with greater advantage reach 

restoration more quickly

Increase 

resilience

Never fully 

recover, become 

less resilient

Those with lower 

levels of advantage 

experience greater 

impacts

Recovery trajectories are 

shallower

Pre-existing inequalities are 

exacerbated, undermining 

community resilience

Conceptual model of inequities in recovery (Peacock, Van Zandt, et al. 2016)

Short- and 

long-term 

consequences 

for socially-

vulnerable 

populations, 

including 

threats to 

health and 

wealth.



The effects of damage 
are long-lasting

• Extensively-damaged homes 

were lower-value to begin with

• Extensively-damaged homes 

hadn’t regained their original 

value within 4 years.

• Homes with no damage or 

minor damage recovered 

quickly (within 2 years) 
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Peacock, W.G. Van Zandt, S., Y. Zhang, and W. Highfield.  2014. 



Owner-occupied 
housing suffers less 
damage and recovers 
more quickly

• Many studies overlook housing 

tenure as a form of social 

vulnerability

• Renters are particularly hard to 

track after a disaster

• Renters are more likely to 

experience long-term displacement

• Renters have almost no control 

over whether their housing is 

rebuilt

Recovery by housing tenure

Source: County tax appraisal data
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Multi-family housing 
recovery is more 
volatile than single-
family housing

• In both Miami-Dade and 

Galveston, multi-family and  

duplexes recovered more 

slowly

• Single-family homes recovered 

within 2-3 years, while other 

housing types took 4 or more 

years to regain their pre-storm 

value.

Recovery by housing type
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Intersections

These overlap represent hotspots 

that are prime targets for 

resiliency planning issues whether 

considering mitigation, recovery, 

or other planning activities.

Hazard
Exposure

Social 
Vulnerability

Physical 
Vulnerability

“Low-lying areas”

“Low-quality homes” “Low-income households”



Physical 
Vulnerability Social 

Vulnerability

Hazard 

Exposure

Land Use Planning
Separates structures and 

people from hazardous 

areas



Structural Mitigation 

can reduce physical 

vulnerability (through 

elevation, dams, levees, 

building codes, etc.

Physical 
Vulnerability

Hazard 

Exposure

Anti-poverty programs, capacity-

building, educational programs, and 

other social services can reduce social 

vulnerability, as can improvements in 

policies and practices that penalize the 

poor, minorities, women, elderly, 

children, renters, etc.

Social 
Vulnerability



Social 
Vulnerabilities

Income

Race/Ethnicity

Housing Tenure

Housing Type

Lead to 
disparities in

Exposure

Insurance

Financial resources

Structural quality of 
homes

Resulting in 
differences in

Damage

Length of recovery 
process

Magnitude of 
recovery

Causing

Permanent 
displacement

Exacerbation of 
inequities

Social 
Vulnerability

Social Vulnerability defined:

“the characteristics of a person or 

group in terms of their capacity to 

anticipate, cope with, resist and 

recover from the impacts of a 

natural hazard.” 

Blaikie, Cannon, Davis, and Wisner (1994)

Racism, Bias, and Discrimination

have contributed to the persistence of



Implications for IN-CORE

Need for fine-grained geographies

Need to look past population means

Need to disaggregate populations by race/ethnicity and/or income

Need to examine assumptions re:

◦ Distribution of housing quality

◦ Infrastructure provision

◦ Availability, distribution, and timing of recovery resources (i.e., insurance, SBA loans, etc.)

Also consider:

◦ The recovery process often (always?) leads to an overall loss of affordable housing; may 
catalyze permanent population dislocation and/or gentrification

◦ Increased building standards make homes less affordable for low-income households

DAMAGE, RESTORATION 

and RECOVERY are more 

than just a function of 

physical characteristics



Questions?

Shannon Van Zandt

svanzandt@tamu.edu

Texas A&M University

mailto:svanzandt@tamu.edu
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